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ISSUES:
Dealing with painful pasts in your marriage
How the church is making singles feel invisible
Parenting undisciplined children & still succeed in marriage
When does a boy become a man?
Dealing with anger at the holidays 

Vows to Keep Radio
Friday, Oct. 21, 2022  9:00 AM | 25:00
Description: David &amp; Tracy Sellars talk about un-doing the pain of sinful pasts with your spouse. They  
unpack where the divides come from, why we have to work to remove them, and what to do differently so we 
can have healthy hearts and a sweet oneness in marriage.

The Session
Nov. 3, 2022  9:00 AM | 23:05
Guest:  Tom Russell, Heritage Christian Counseling Ministries
Description:  Tom & Scott discuss how the church is making singles feel invisible, alienated and unwelcome.  
They reviewed an article by Brenda Rogers, “10 Ways We Unintentionally Make Singles Feel Invisible in the 
Church”.  Singles have valuable contributions to make in ministry, and can learn from these experiences, 
making them more effective in future ministry, whether they are single or married.

Vows to Keep Radio
Friday, Dec. 2, 2022  9:00 AM | 25:00
Description: David and Tracy Sellars talk about how to handle the friction that may arise in your marriage 
because of an undisciplined child.  They discuss how you and your spouse can be allies – two parents on
mission for God and the children He gave you, and how to change the posture from being stuck to taking 
positive and helpful action.

Family Life Today
Monday, Dec. 5, 2022  9:30 PM | 25:00
Tuesday, Dec. 6, 2022  9:30 PM | 25:00
Guest: Brant Hansen
Description: When’s a boy become a man? Author & radio host Brant Hansen weighs in on toxic masculinity, 
lies about manhood, and the kind of men we need.  On the second day of the broadcast, they discussed how  
men should be ambitious about the right stuff—& gave ideas to do just that.

The Session
Dec. 15, 2022  9:00 AM | 20:42
Guest:  Tom Russell, Heritage Christian Counseling Ministries
Description:  Family gatherings at the holidays can be hard on family members that haven’t seen each other 
since last year, especially if family relations are strained.  Tom & Scott discuss 5 ways to deal with anger at the 
holidays, including being proactive in planning holiday gatherings and preparing yourself ahead of time to deal 
with the difficult in-law or uncle.  The program was subtitled, “How to turn Die Hard into It’s a Wonderful 
Life”.


